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I am not a math or science person. However, I took an online Chemistry class, and with this book, I
was able to teach myself basic chemistry. It is, of course, very basic, and if you took advanced
chemistry in high school, that's all this book will cover. For beginners, this is perfect, easy to
understand, and has a great format. The matching study guide is also very helpful.

If you are lucky enough to have a science department that assigns this book, thank them! This was
for mandatory chem course non-majors, and they had us use it for all three classes. HUGE savings
for the students, very considerate on the professors' part. The book itself was perfectly fine for my
usage, which wasn't super in depth. It is probably not suitable (a high enough level) for any kind of
chem major, but for gen eds it's perfect.

Good basic chemistry text book; helped me understand the basics of fatty acids and the
components of the the citric acid cycle. The biochemistry chapters at the end were a godsend for
prepping to take biochemistry.

This book is very easy to understand. People told me that chemistry is very difficult so I started the
course with a little apprehension. But after I started reading this book, I am able to understand most
of the concept on my even before I go to class. I like the explanation to solved examples too.

I love this book, plans to read all the sections I had no time for, when the class is over. The authors
did not overlook any detail to make this textbook as clear as possible. Very catchy page edge colors
for section, whether general, organic, or biochem.I love all the examples, and yippee, answer key.
The sidebar articles are fascinating. Extremely well organized, easy to use, and a pleasure to read.
This one is a keeper for the permanent collection.

We rented this text for my daughter Org class. It is convenient and a good way to get text books
students don't choose to keep. It was a good deal and makes it so simple to return the book so you
don't pay full credit. Excellent way of getting texts,

This is a horrible book. It's clear from the onset that it was written with prenursing/premed students
in mind, and in my opinion this text is better suited for an AP chem class in a high school than it is
for an undergrad or post-bacc setting. It gives you the barest of bare bones explanations of the
science going on, with little to no elaboration as to why it is important to know or how any one topic
relates to another. This is particularly glaring in the end of chapter questions in which they will ask
you the same question two or three times in a row in slightly different ways, as if whoever wrote
question 17 didn't know someone else had already written question 16 about the same concept. It's
almost as if whoever wrote the questions did so with nothing but this book as a resource, and as a
result the bare boned content comes back to haunt anyone using this text, as some of the questions
are full of half truths or in a handful of cases, flat out falsehoods.

I would have rated this paperback Fair, not Good as advertised. Numerous pages were dog-eared
or folded over. But everything seems to be there and readable. Delivery was prompt. So I am
pleased with the purchase.
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